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Snail bob 1 level 5

Tenha fret EGRÃTIS ilimitado, films, sÃ©ries, mÃosicas e muito mais. Os membros Prime aproveitam em uma ãonica assinatura fret EGRÃTIS e rÃ¡pido, alÃ©m de contãodo de entretenimento, como films, sa©ries, mÃosicas, eBooks, magazines e jogos por apenas R$9.90/mÃ. There are 20 levels of the game in this game and if you are a capable player,
you should be fine as the challenge is still difficult. Level 1: Just drive Bob the snail over to the lever looking for the thing and let it push it to the exit. The level has passed. Level 2: You have to drive Bob to the button on top near the tunnel and click Bob Snail to stop it. You do that because you want the brown stump to roll down and once you do, click Bob
again to walk it again and let Bob roll down the moving cars toward the exit. Side Note: If you want to control Bob's speed, all you need to do is press 1 or 2 on the keyboard. Or you could do this on the screen at the top left of the screen if it says x1 or x2 in the two circles. Level 3: Get out of the tunnel, click on the rotator and pull it up with the mouse key so
that the bar comes up and from there just go stack the boxes to turn the Bob back around and this time, the bar goes down pushing the bob towards its exit on to level 4. Level 4: It is very simple, just drag the level where it says pull (to the right) and then Bob gets on a rotating wheel, let him get on there while turning the rotation button at the top of the screen
allowing the ball to drop and it drops even where the exit is at. Move it to the exit. Level 5: Bob drops into a cart, hold the mouse key where it says hold, and drag the bar to the top of the screen, allowing Bob to drop into the small area allowing the wagon to push it to the exit. Level 6: Rotate if it says rotate allowing the ball to drop and Bob comes straight to
the exit. Level 7: Go towards the exit, stand Bob on the red button, and go back to the other side moving down and then Bob falls on the rotator spinning towards the silver bar, pull the arrows and Bob is pushed up by the silver bar at his exit. Level 8: Pull where it says pull to the bottom of the left side of the screen, as Bob is walking, push the lever to the
right, then push the lever to the left again when Bob is on the launch pad allowing Bob to launch ramp at the exit. Level 9: Click purple first at the top where the colors are, then click red, click green, and then click blue allowing Bob to get to the exit. Level 10: Click the top lever by pushing it down, then push the battery to the charger exit. Level 11: Pull the
thing that says drag and keep it over Bob's head all the way to the exit. He's acting like an umbrella, so to speak. Level 12: Click the arrow, move with Bob and you have to keep clicking on it to try and keep at one step before you keep the bar under Bob any time as he reaches the exit. Level 13: Click the first red dot, then the second red dot, and then click
the left arrow at the top of the screen, and then the right arrow to exit it. Level 14: In the middle of the screen, the right lever, the left lever, the right lever, the left lever, and then the right lever to push it to the exit. Level 15: Rotate the lever sending a box down, then press the lever down to the bottom of the screen, then quickly back up and send Bob to its exit.
Level 16: Do not press Bob, left arrow away, then left arrow, where it says drag to the right side of the screen, move it to the left, drag left the screen up and down, putting Bob in a moving basket at the exit. Level 17: Turn the lever, turn to the right a little more to put out the fire, and stop Bob for a quick second until the fire goes out and send him out. Level 18:
Press the lever from top to top, then press the first orange charger up, the second down, then back up once Bob passes, then click the button below the rotator spinner and click the second orange charger again sending Bob up to its output. Level 19: Click the right arrow on the screen, then the screen arrow on the left, then the red button that sends Bob
goes down, and then press the right arrow again, then press the bottom red button on the left side of the screen, and then the red button above to send it to the exit. Level 20: Press the second red button to send Jack back to the original part from which he came out, Press the top red button to send a battery that goes down, press the battery down to the
charger, then turn the lever, while you press the top red button and send a green charging battery down, press the green one to the green side and then press the red button that is of it and then press the red button that is the red one, press the middle red button by x sending Bob to his exit and finding his new home. VN:F [1.9.22_1171]Rating: 7.0/10 (3 votes
cast)VN:F [1.9.22_1171]Rating: +1 (out of 3 votes)Snail Bob Walkthrough, 7.0 out of 10 based on 3 ratings There are 20 game levels in this game and if you are a capable player, it should be good as the challenge is still difficult. Level 1: Just drive Bob the snail over to the lever looking for the thing and let it push it to the exit. The level has passed. Level 2:
You have to drive Bob to the button on top near the tunnel and click Bob Snail to stop it. You do that because you want the brown stump to roll down and once you do, click Bob again to walk it again and let Bob roll down the cars in. towards the exit. Side Note: If you want to control Bob's speed, all you need to do is press 1 or 2 on the keyboard. Or you
could do this on the screen at the top left of the screen if it says x1 or x2 in the two circles. Level 3: Exiting the tunnel, click rotator and pull it up with the mouse key so that the bar comes up and from there just go stack the boxes to turn Bob back around and this time, the bar goes down pushing the bob towards its exit to level 4. Level 4: It is very simple, just
drag the level where it says pull (to the right) and then Bob gets on a rotating wheel, let him get on there while turning the rotation button at the top of the screen allowing the ball to drop and it drops even where the exit is at. Move it to the exit. Level 5: Bob drops into a cart, hold the mouse key where it says hold, and drag the bar to the top of the screen,
allowing Bob to drop into the small area allowing the wagon to push it to the exit. Level 6: Rotate if it says rotate allowing the ball to drop and Bob comes straight to the exit. Level 7: Go towards the exit, stand Bob on the red button, and go back to the other side moving down and then Bob falls on the rotator spinning towards the silver bar, pull the arrows and
Bob is pushed up by the silver bar at his exit. Level 8: Pull where it says pull to the bottom of the left side of the screen, as Bob is walking, push the lever to the right, then push the lever to the left again when Bob is on the launch pad allowing Bob to launch ramp at the exit. Level 9: Click purple first at the top where the colors are, then click red, click green,
and then click blue allowing Bob to get to the exit. Level 10: Click the top lever by pushing it down, then push the battery to the charger by pushing you to the exit. Level 11: Pull the thing that says drag and keep it over Bob's head all the way to the exit. He's acting like an umbrella, so to speak. Level 12: Click the arrow, move with Bob and you have to keep
clicking on it to try and keep at least one step up before keeping the bar under Bob at all times while he reaches the exit. Level 13: Click the first red dot, then the second red dot, and then click the left arrow at the top of the screen, and then the right arrow to exit it. Level 14: In the middle of the screen, the right lever, the left lever, the right lever, the left lever,
and then the right lever to push it to the exit. Level 15: Rotate the lever sending a box down, then press the lever down to the bottom of the screen, then quickly back up and send Bob to its exit. Level 16: Do not press Bob, left arrow away, then left arrow, where it says drag to the right side of the screen, move it to the left, drag left the screen up and down,
Bob in a moving basket at the exit. Level 17: Turn the lever, turn to the right a little more to put out the fire, and stop Bob for a quick second until the fire goes out and send him out. Level 18: Press the lever from top to top, then press the first orange charger up, the second down, then back up once Bob passes, then click the button below spinner and clicking
on the second orange charger again sending Bob up to its exit. Level 19: Click the right arrow on the screen, then the screen arrow on the left, then the red button that sends Bob goes down, and then press the right arrow again, then press the bottom red button on the left side of the screen, and then the red button above to send it to the exit. Level 20: Press
the second red button to send Jack back to the original part from which he came out, Press the top red button to send a battery that goes down, press the battery down to the charger, then turn the lever, while you press the top red button and send a green charging battery down, press the green one to the green side and then press the red button that is of it
and then press the red button that is the red one, press the middle red button by x sending Bob to his exit and finding his new home. VN:F [1.9.22_1171]Rating: 7.0/10 (3 votes cast)VN:F [1.9.22_1171]Rating: +1 (from 3 votes)Nail Bob Walkthrough, 7.0 out of 10 based on 3 Evacuation ratings without notice? Ridiculous! Melcbob was enjoying an ordinary day
in his cozy and cute little home in the first installment of the series, SnailBob 1: Finding Home. Suddenly, Bob's meal time was interrupted by bulldozers arriving to demolish his house! When Bob ran to see what was going on, he got caught by one of the construction machines and thrown away! With his house in ruins, poor Snail Bob needs your help to find a
new place to call home. Help Bob make his way through a lot of levels of entertainment. Bob is brave, but a bit of an air head, so it's up to you to make sure you can't do any harm to him. Are you ready to become Snail Bob's trusted travel companion? Snail Bob 1: Finding Home is the first game in the Bob Snail series. This game introduces our cute and
determined protagonist, Melcbob. Now that his house has been demolished, Bob is on the move. To get rid of the bulldozers, Bob will need a hand to tell him when to stop and when to start moving again. The yard is full of dangers, and Bob usually fails to take note of the various dangers that lie ahead. Use the tools available in each level to create a safe
path for Bob, allowing him to reach the exit without getting killed or blocked. Bob probably wont even notice danger hes in, but these levels are filled board with different challenges and fun puzzles to solve! Drag the lever, press the buttons, and set the pistons in motion. When Bob is forging forward too quickly, you can tap on him to make him pause. Hell
retreats into his shell and takes a nap. In the meantime, you can move all items out of his way. When everything is set in place, you can give Bob a tap to move him again. Sometimes Bob will have to move along quickly to avoid a certain danger. To adjust Bob's speed, you can use the button located in the upper-left corner of the screen. Can you help him?
Help? Bob new house and live happily ever after? If you like Snailbob as much as we do, then you should definitely check out his next adventure, SnailBob 2: Birthday, too. Have fun playing! DeveloperHunter Hamster Developed SnailBob 1: Finding Home.Features20 Different Levels to PlayIntuitive Game ControlsExcitement gameplayColorful 2D
GraphicsControlsUse Mouse to play this game. Game.
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